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ABSTRACT

Ensemble-based data assimilation techniques are often applied to land surface models in order to esti-

mate components of terrestrial water and energy balance. Precipitation forcing uncertainty is the principal

source of spread among the ensembles that is required for utilizing information in observations to correct

model priors. Precipitation fields may have both position and magnitude errors. However, current un-

certainty characterizations of precipitation forcing in land data assimilation systems often do no more than

applying multiplicative errors to precipitation fields. In this paper, an ensemble-based Bayesian method for

characterization of uncertainties associated with precipitation retrievals from spaceborne instruments is

introduced. This method is used to produce stochastic replicates of precipitation fields that are conditioned

on precipitation observations. Unlike previous studies, the error likelihood is derived using an archive of

historical measurements. The ensemble replicates are generated using a stochastic method, and they are

intermittent in space and time. The replicates are first projected in a low-dimension subspace using a

problem-specific set of attributes. The attributes are derived using a dimensionality reduction scheme that

takes advantage of singular value decomposition. A nonparametric importance sampling technique is

formulated in terms of the attribute vectors to solve the Bayesian sampling problem. Examples are pre-

sented using retrievals from operational passive microwave instruments, and performance of the method is

assessed using ground validation measurements from a surface weather radar network. Results indicate

that this ensemble characterization approach provides a useful description of precipitation uncertainties

with a posterior ensemble that is narrower in distribution than its prior while containing both precipitation

position and magnitude errors.

1. Introduction

High-resolution precipitation retrievals from space-

borne instruments provide useful global precipitation

estimates. However, high uncertainties are associated

with these retrievals. Satellite observations of pre-

cipitation are indirect, noisy, and sometimes limited in

space and time. As part of the Global Precipitation

Measurement (GPM) mission, precipitation retrievals

from the GPM constellation of satellites are to be

merged to produce global high-temporal- and high-

spatial-resolution maps of precipitation. However, the

associated uncertainties in each of the single-satellite

retrievals need to be quantified for an optimal merging

algorithm. Moreover, since precipitation forcing is the

primary source of uncertainty in surface hydrological

models, it is important to characterize precipitation er-

rors in a realistic way, both to obtain better hydrologic

predictions and to assess the quality of these predictions.

The commonapproach toward precipitation uncertainty

characterization assumes that precipitation is a homoge-

neous random field, with the same statistical properties

everywhere. Usually the probabilistic descriptions of these

fields are parametric, providing only limited flexibility for

generating samples of realistic complexity. A more re-

alistic characterization is inhomogeneous, allowing for

statistical variations and intermittency over space (and

over time for dynamic characterizations). Ensemble-based

probabilistic approaches provide an elegant non-

parametric way to account for such features. Moreover,

an ensemble of spatially inhomogeneous precipitation

replicates can be used as realistic random forcing in

ensemble forecasting and uncertainty quantification

analyses of land surface models (LSMs).

Several studies investigate the uncertainties associ-

ated with precipitation retrievals from spaceborne
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instruments. These studies can be categorized into two

groups: those that investigate and evaluate precipitation

products (Morrissey and Greene 1998; McPhee and

Margulis 2005; Tian and Peters-Lidard 2007; Habib et al.

2009; Sapiano and Arkin 2009; Tian et al. 2009; Tian and

Peters-Lidard 2010; Shen et al. 2010; Anagnostou et al.

2010; Stampoulis and Anagnostou 2012; Habib et al.

2012; Kirstetter et al. 2013a; S. Chen et al. 2013a,b; Joshi

et al. 2013; Alemohammad et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014;

Alemohammad et al. 2015) and those that model the

errors associated with these retrievals (Bellerby 2007;

AghaKouchak et al. 2009; Villarini et al. 2009;

AghaKouchak et al. 2010b; Tian et al. 2013; Kirstetter

et al. 2013b; Seyyedi et al. 2014a,b;Maggioni et al. 2014).

Previous studies can be further categorized into those

that investigate global products based on merging re-

trievals from different instruments and those that in-

vestigate single-instrument-based products.

Stochastic methods of synthesizing precipitation fields

from satellite data have also been used to investigate

uncertainties in satellite retrievals. However, some have

been focused on quantifying the effects of limited satellite

overpasses (Bell 1987; Bell et al. 1990; Astin 1997; Steiner

et al. 2003; Gebremichael and Krajewski 2004), some

have not considered the spatial correlation of pre-

cipitation and errors (Bardossy 1998; Kwon et al. 2007;

Gomi and Kuzuha 2013), some are only precipitation

simulation rather than conditional precipitation estima-

tion (Sivapalan and Wood 1987; Wheater et al. 2000;

Cowpertwait et al. 2002; Ferraris et al. 2003), and some

others use parametric distributions for characterizing the

space–time variability of rainfall (Gupta and Waymire

1993; Nykanen and Harris 2003; Bellerby and Sun 2005;

Hossain and Anagnostou 2006; Clark and Slater 2006;

Teo and Grimes 2007; Grimes 2008; AghaKouchak et al.

2010a; Paschalis et al. 2013).

There are also different methods to generate ensem-

bles, and several studies use them to explore un-

certainties in precipitation products (Bellerby and Sun

2005; Clark and Slater 2006; Hossain and Anagnostou

2006; Grimes 2008; Wojcik et al. 2009; Paschalis et al.

2013;Wojcik et al. 2014). These studies suffer from using

parametric descriptors for generating ensembles, gen-

erating stationary precipitation storms in the replicates,

or being limited to binary precipitation replicates (rain/

no rain). In the present study, we use the method de-

veloped by Alemohammad et al. (2015a, manuscript

submitted to Water Resour. Res.) to generate realistic

and spatially discontinuous precipitation fields. The

method is here augmented to include Bayesian update

and conditioning on uncertain observations.

Data assimilation techniques characterize the state

of a natural system using data from different uncertain

sources (e.g., models and observations). Each source

will be given a relative weight based on its uncertainty,

and the estimate balances information from different

sources. This characterization provides an estimate of

the true state of the system together with the uncertainty

of that estimate (McLaughlin 2002, 2014). Ensemble

data assimilation techniques have also been developed

and implemented in many applications. In these tech-

niques, an approximation to the posterior probability

distribution of the system state is derived instead of only

the mean or covariance (Evensen 1994; Reichle et al.

2002; Evensen 2003; Margulis et al. 2006; Zhou et al.

2006; Jafarpour and McLaughlin 2008; Peters-Lidard

et al. 2011; Ines et al. 2013; Eicker et al. 2014; DeChant

and Moradkhani 2014).

The common approach to incorporate the uncertainty

in precipitation forcing in land data assimilation (LDA)

is a perturbation of the input precipitation using either

an additive or multiplicative error model (Reichle et al.

2007; Li et al. 2012; Brocca et al. 2012; H. Chen et al.

2013). However, recent studies show that the use of an

ensemble-based error model [in this case, a two-

dimensional satellite rainfall error model (SREM2D)]

to characterize the spatial variability of precipitation er-

rors could better capture soil moisture error properties in

land data assimilation. A more realistic representation of

the sources of error in precipitation retrievals requires a

more complex model that can capture both intensity and

detection error (Maggioni et al. 2011, 2013).

Bayesian estimation theory provides a convenient

data assimilation framework for merging prior in-

formation with measurements from a diverse set of data

sources. It simultaneously accounts for both model and

observation uncertainties. In particular, a Bayesian

approach allows us to update prior ensembles using

measurements and to investigate the associated uncer-

tainties (Bocquet et al. 2010). In the recent decade,

Bayesian-based approaches have been widely used to

estimate hydrologic variables, especially for probabi-

listic hydrologic forecasting (Kavetski et al. 2006;

Bulygina and Gupta 2010; Renard et al. 2011;

Moradkhani et al. 2012; DeChant and Moradkhani

2012; Najafi et al. 2012; Vrugt and Sadegh 2013;

DeChant and Moradkhani 2014). All of these studies

have been focused on quantifying scalar variables or

low-dimensional parameter spaces. However, spatially

distributed environmental variables such as pre-

cipitation are higher dimensional, and it is impractical to

implement a nonparametric Bayesian update in high-

dimensional space (for further explanation, refer to

section 5). One option for dealing with this problem is to

reduce the problem size by mapping data to a reduced-

dimension subspace. If the subspace is small enough, it is
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computationally feasible to derive a reduced-dimension

nonparametric Bayesian posterior distribution from a

reduced-dimension prior distribution and reduced-

dimension measurements.

In this paper, for the first time, we propose a frame-

work for applying nonparametric Bayesian inference to

high-dimensional measurements of precipitation and

characterize the uncertainty associated with the true

precipitation. In this framework, an ensemble of equally

probable precipitation replicates is generated using a

realistic stochastic prior replicate generator. Then, the

prior replicates are assigned a likelihood weight from

historical observations. These replicates and the asso-

ciated weights constitute the posterior distribution of

precipitation. Depending on the application, different

characteristics of the posterior distribution (such as

mode, mean, etc.) can be evaluated. The main in-

novations of this approach are that we do not assume

any parametric distribution for the precipitation or the

associated errors and that we provide a set of ensemble

replicates that represent the uncertainty in the

measurements.

The focus of this study is to characterize uncertainties

in single-satellite retrievals of precipitation, and no

merged product is considered here. The reason for

taking this approach is that the methods that are used to

merge different retrievals, to produce spatially and

temporally continuous precipitation estimates over the

globe, add errors into the final product by blending re-

trievals from different instruments that are not charac-

teristics of the input retrieval algorithms. Therefore,

evaluation of the merged product does not provide

useful insight about the quality of the retrieval algo-

rithms. By focusing on quantifying errors in single-

satellite retrievals, we aim to provide information on

how the future retrieval algorithms should be improved

and how new merging systems should be designed.

The paper is organized as follows: first an overview of

the approach is presented, and then the datasets are

introduced. Next, the methodology, including the di-

mensionality reduction technique, is explained in detail.

Finally, examples of this uncertainty quantification

along with evaluation of the method are presented.

2. Approach

Bayes’s theorem provides a tool to measure the de-

gree of belief in the outcome of an event using proba-

bility distributions. Based on Bayes’s theorem, the

degree of belief changes as new observations of the

event become available. This theorem provides a useful

platform for merging prior knowledge with current ob-

servation(s) to infer the state of a system. Assume X is

the state of the system to be inferred and Z is an ob-

servation of X. Based on Bayes’s theorem,

pXjZ(x j z)5
pZjX(z j x)3 pX(x)

pZ(z)
, (1)

in which pX(x) is the prior distribution, pZjX(z j x) is the
measurement model, pZ(z) is the marginal distribution

of pZjX(z j x), and pXjZ(x j z) is the posterior distribution

(Wikle and Berliner 2007; Gelman et al. 2013). In this

formula, x and z are particular values of the random

variablesX and Z, respectively, and havem dimensions.

In many applications pZ(z) is not known, and

pXjZ(x j z) is usually estimated to a normalizing factor

since pZ(z) is independent of x. This is the case in the

present study as well; therefore,

pXjZ(x j z)5C3 pZjX(z j x)3 pX(x) , (2)

in which C is a constant. The most common uses of

Bayes’s theorem rely on Gaussian assumptions for the

distributions pX(x) and pZjX(z j x) (Bocquet et al. 2010).
This results in a Gaussian pXjZ(x j z) with ensemble

moments the same as those provided by the Kalman

filter, which is the time-recursive best linear estimator

(Kalman 1960; Maybeck 1982). However, as was men-

tioned earlier, the goal of this study is to go beyond

parametric distributions such as the Gaussian. Instead,

we will derive empirical measurement model and prior

distributions directly from data.

In this study, we use three types of information. The

first one is the current uncertain precipitation mea-

surement (zc). This is the retrieval from a passive mi-

crowave (PMW) instrument to be characterized. The

characterization aims to infer the uncertainties associ-

ated with the true precipitation, given zc. The second

information source is a set of prior replicates. These

replicates are generated using a training image (TI),

following the details described in section 4. Prior repli-

cates are denoted as xi, i5 1, . . . , Nprior. The prior TI

itself is characterized by a vector of pixel values denoted

as xp. The third type of information is a set of archival

pairs of satellite and ground-based radar measurements.

In our implementation, these are collocated retrievals of

precipitation obtained from satellite and ground-based

radar. The ground-based radar product is used as a more

accurate benchmark (or ground truth) for the true pre-

cipitation while the satellite product is generally less

accurate. These pairs serve as samples for deriving the

error likelihood of each measurement [PZjX(zc j x)].
Details of the likelihood calculation procedure are

presented in section 6a. There are a total number of Na

pairs in this group. In general,NT data points are used in
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this study, in whichNT 5Nprior 1 23Na 1 1 (1 is for the

current measurement zc).

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our method-

ology. First, we use a stochastic method to generate

prior replicates for a given measurement. These prior

replicates form the prior distribution in the Bayes’s

theorem. Details of prior generation are described in

section 4. Next, all of the measurements and prior rep-

licates are mapped to a reduced-dimension space. This

mapping is necessary since it is impractical to apply

nonparametric distributions in Bayes’s theorem in high

dimensions. Besides the use of nonparametric distribu-

tions, introduction of the dimensionality reduction

scheme for precipitation images is another novel con-

tribution of this study. The dimensionality reduction

scheme is described in section 5.

Finally, we use importance sampling in the reduced-

dimension space to generate samples from the posterior

distribution. In this regard, we construct the likelihood

and posterior weights using the prior replicates and

archival measurements as described in this section. Details

of the importance sampling are presented in section 6.

3. Datasets

The spatial coverage of the study is part of the central

continental United States ranging from 3183703000 to

4783703000N latitude and from 10483703000 to 8083703000W
longitude, as shown in Fig. 2. The domain is selected in a

way to avoid measurements in mountainous regions of

the western United States, where ground-based radars

are prone to beam blockage and considerable errors in

estimation (McCollum et al. 2002). We have also ex-

cluded areas over the Great Lakes since the precipita-

tion retrieval algorithm from the PMW instrument is

different over water bodies than the one used over land

areas. To avoid swath limitations and missing pixels

and at the same time maximize the number of samples,

the study domain is divided into 23 subregions, each

covering a 48 3 48 region. Samples are generated over

each subregion using the collocated datasets. All of the

three products are posted on a 0.258 latitude 3 0.258
longitude grid; therefore, the size of each sample is 16

pixels 3 16 pixels.

The temporal coverage of this study is from July 2003

to December 2010. We only use data from the months

April–October since the storm patterns and the errors

have different characteristics in different seasons. Four

datasets are used in this study:

1) PMW-based precipitation retrievals. The uncertain

PMW-based measurements of precipitation are ob-

tained from the Advanced Microwave Sounding

Unit B (AMSU-B) on board the NOAA-16 satellite

(hereafter referred to as NOAA-16). The precipita-

tion rates from this product are available through the

Microwave Surface and Precipitation Products Sys-

tem (MSPPS) orbital data at NOAA. These re-

trievals are available on orbital grids, and we map

them into a 0.258 3 0.258 grid using nearest-neighbor

sampling that does not affect the marginal distribu-

tion of precipitation intensities.

2) Ground-based radar precipitation retrievals.Ground-

based radar measurements of precipitation are ob-

tained from the National Weather Service’s WSR-

88D network (NEXRAD-IV product). These serve as

ground truth for quantification of errors in the PMW

precipitationmeasurements.NEXRAD-IV is a national

radar-based and surface gauge–corrected 4-km-

resolution precipitation product produced from a

mosaic of precipitation measurements obtained from

single radars across the United States (Fulton et al.

1998; Lin and Mitchell 2005). We coarse-grain them

(using areal averaging) to a 0.258 3 0.258 grid so they

are compatible with the NOAA-16–based observa-

tions. The NEXRAD-IV data are obtained from the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

Earth Observing Laboratory (EOL).

FIG. 1. Flowchart of the ensemble-based characterization proposed

in this paper.
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3) Prior precipitation retrievals. Precipitation measure-

ments from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

(TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) (hereafter re-

ferred to as TMI) are used as training images to

generate prior replicates, as described in section 4.

TheTRMM2A12 product (version 6) that is used here

is produced on an orbital grid, and we map it into a

0.258 3 0.258 grid using nearest-neighbor sampling.

4) Cloud observations. Cloud-top temperature obser-

vations from the infrared (IR) instrument on board

the Geostationary Operational Environmental Sat-

ellites (GOES) are used here to derive the potential

binary rain and nonrain areas. The potential rain

areas are used to constrain the prior replicates to

generate precipitation fields only inside cloudy areas.

TheGOES data are obtained fromNational Climatic

Data Center (NCDC) dataset 6146. This is a global,

half-hourly, IR-based cloud-top brightness tempera-

ture compiled from all available geostationary me-

teorological satellites (Janowiak et al. 2001). The

original product is posted on a 4-km spatial grid. We

coarsen the data to a 0.258 3 0.258 grid by areal

averaging. The potential rainy areas are detected

using the method described in Wojcik et al. (2009)

and Alemohammad et al. (2015a, manuscript sub-

mitted to Water Resour. Res.).

In total, 4640 collocated pairs of precipitation mea-

surements from NOAA-16 and NEXRAD-IV are gen-

erated. These pairs are used to derive the likelihood

function in the Bayesian update framework.

There is a difference between the temporal resolution

of the NEXRAD-IV and NOAA-16 that introduces a

temporal representativeness error into the NOAA-16

retrievals. NEXRAD-IV data are hourly accumulations

and NOAA-16 data are instantaneous observations

centered at the middle of the hourly accumulation time

of NEXRAD-IV. This is an inherent limitation of the

data, and it is considered as part of the total error in

NOAA-16 measurements. We derive the error likeli-

hoods by comparing historical NEXRAD-IV and

NOAA-16 measurements and characterize the errors in

NOAA-16 with the same definition.

4. Prior generation

To generate an informative prior replicate pop-

ulation, the method developed by Alemohammad et al.

(2015a, manuscript submitted to Water Resour. Res.) is

used. This method uses a TI to describe the spatial

structure of precipitation storms. It then generates rep-

licates that have a spatial structure that is statistically

similar to the training image in terms of precipitation

intensity and spatial cluster size distribution. This

structure is defined by decomposing the training image

with an orientation and scale-dependent spatial filter

(Alemohammad et al. 2015a, manuscript submitted to

Water Resour. Res.). The training image for the Bayes-

ian update problem (xp) should be a precipitation image

the same size and spatial resolution (pixel size) as the

current measurement (zc). This image is intended to

reflect the prior knowledge of the user about the state of

FIG. 2. Spatial coverage of the study domain. Grids show the 23 sampling subregions. Sub-

regions that are labeled 1 and 2 are the ones used later in examples 1 and 2, respectively.
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precipitation at time t before zc is made. TI selection is

problem specific, and it is based on the expert’s judg-

ment about the general characteristics of the true rain-

fall to be quantified from noisy measurements. In

addition, the technique used to generate replicates from

the TI should produce a prior ensemble that is suffi-

ciently diverse to accurately describe uncertainty in the

true precipitation.

In this study, we obtain prior training images from

TMI-based precipitation measurements over the same

geographical region at the time preceding the current

uncertain measurement (between 1–3h previous to the

current measurement time). TMI-based retrievals are

one of the most accurate measurements of precipitation

available from microwave instruments. We use a lagged

TMI as a source of prior information both to illustrate our

general approach to uncertainty quantification and be-

cause it is shown by Alemohammad (2015) to be an ef-

fective and reasonable choice. In general, the user can

choose any appropriate source of prior information to

generate a set of prior replicates. For example, the output

of a forecast model (physical or stochastic) initialized with

estimates constructed at a previous time could also be a

convenient training image for generating a prior ensemble.

This approach for constructing prior information is

similar to analog techniques applied in statistical down-

scaling (Zorita and von Storch 1999; Tian and Martinez

2012; Shao and Li 2013) and weather and climate fore-

casting (Fernandez-Ferrero et al. 2010; Orlowsky et al.

2010; Delle Monache et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2014).

Analog techniques take advantage of a pattern recogni-

tion approach in which the probability of the future state

of the system is estimated using observed patterns that

have evolved from an analog state in the past.

The replicate generation method used here has pa-

rameters that can be tuned to generate a population of

replicates with different levels of variance. The variance

in the prior population is important because too much

diversity will make the prior uninformative and gives

high weight to the noisy measurement. On the other

hand, if the prior population is not sufficiently diverse,

the estimator will return an image that looks very much

like the training image and ignore the measurement.

The parameters to be set in the prior replicate gen-

eration are the number of orientations (Nor) and scales

(Nsc) in the decomposition as well as the number of

replicates (Nprior). After some experimentation, we

found that the following parameter choices work well

for our study: Nor 5 4, Nsc 5 2, and Nprior 5 1000. From

the 1000 replicates, half are not constrained by any TI

pixel values, but the other half are constrained to pre-

serve 5% of the TI pixel values. Moreover, all of the

replicates are constrained by cloud observations from

GOES satellites to not have precipitation outside of the

cloudy area. This constraining is necessary since any

raining pixel outside of the cloudy area would be phys-

ically impossible. Details of this constraining process are

described in section 3.4 of Alemohammad et al. (2015a,

manuscript submitted to Water Resour. Res.).

A set of 166 training images (generated from historical

TMI observations) are used to determine the variance of

the prior replicates. The generated prior population is

informative and diverse, and the replicates capture the

uncertainty in the true precipitation. Moreover, results

indicate that the true precipitation (based on the bench-

mark NEXRAD-IV measurement) can be a likely

member of the prior population (Alemohammad 2015).

5. Mapping precipitation data in a reduced
attribute space

It is impractical and computationally inefficient to

generate samples from the unknown Bayesian posterior

density in a high-dimensional space. Moreover, even if

this were feasible, we would need to generate a very

large number of samples in order to construct accurate

moments and to approximate high-dimensional non-

parametric posterior distributions. In this study, the

precipitation test images are 16 3 16 pixels, which is a

256 dimensional space. Even this relatively small space

is too large for nonparametric Bayesian methods. One

possible approximate solution to this dilemma is to map

all of the data (current measurement, prior replicates,

and archival pairs) to a low-dimensional space, hereafter

called attribute space. The necessary Bayesian compu-

tations can be efficiently performed in the attribute

space, and the posterior weight of each low-dimensional

sample will be associated with the corresponding high-

dimensional sample.

The goal of the dimensionality reduction process is to

identify attributes or dimensions that can best represent

the data in low-dimensional space. Once these attributes

are identified, the high-dimensional images are mapped

to the attribute space, and each data point in the original

pixel space (or image space) will have a set of attributes

that describes, in an approximate way, the correspond-

ing high-dimensional image. Inevitably, there is some

information loss in this mapping, and the reconstruction

from attribute space to pixel space is not one-to-one.

However, we choose the mapping to minimize this in-

formation loss and to develop themost accurate possible

low-dimensional representation of the original image.

This dimensionality reduction is problem specific, and

many approaches are proposed in previous research

studies (van der Maaten et al. 2009; Rajaraman and

Ullman 2011).
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One common approach is to use multidimensional

scaling (MDS) techniques to map data into the attribute

space (Torgerson 1952; Cox and Cox 2001). MDS tech-

niques are a family of techniques that aim to map data

from an original high-dimensional space to a low-

dimensional space by preserving the pairwise distances

between data as much as possible (Borg and Groenen

2005). There are a range of algorithms for this purpose,

including but not limited to Sammon mapping (Sammon

1969), curvilinear component analysis (CCA;Demartines

and Herault 1997), generative topographic mapping

(GTM; Bishop et al. 1998), Isomap (Tenenbaum et al.

2000), locally linear embedding (LLE; Roweis and Saul

2000), diffusion maps (Coifman and Lafon 2006), data-

driven high-dimensional scaling (DD-HDS; Lespinats

et al. 2007), and RankVisu (Lespinats et al. 2009).

Applying MDS techniques to map precipitation im-

ages to a low-dimensional space has three challenges.

First, there is a need for a distance metric in pixel space.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no distance

metric that can measure distances between textured

images. Common options such as the Euclidean distance

cannot capture the complex spatial structure and in-

termittency of textured rainfall images. Scalar distances

based on Euclidean and related measures frequently

miss visually obvious differences and similarities. Sec-

ond, the quality of mapping from MDS techniques re-

duces as the number of samples increases. Besides the

mathematical proof for the mapping error [presented in

Matousek (1996) and Wojcik et al. (2014)], it is intuitive

that with more samples, more pairwise distances need to

be preserved in the low-dimensional space. This limits

the number of samples that can be mapped to the at-

tribute space, and probability distributions estimated

from such restricted sample sets will have lower accu-

racy. Third, mapping functions from these techniques

operate on all data simultaneously. When the data are

mapped to the low-dimensional space, any new data

point that arrives cannot be mapped individually and all

of the data need to be mapped again together. Consid-

ering these three challenges, MDS techniques are not

appropriate for use in this problem.

Other techniques such as discrete cosine transform

(DCT) are also available for dimensionality reduction

(Ahmed et al. 1974). Using this technique, data are

mapped to a set of coefficients in the frequency domain;

then, the nonsignificant coefficients are truncated and

the high-dimensional image is represented using a low-

dimensional set of significant coefficients (Jafarpour

et al. 2009, 2010). This is the technique that is used for

compressing JPEG and MP3 files. However, our in-

vestigations (not shown here) reveal that this is not

appropriate for the precipitation application. The basis

functions that are used in this method are a set of dif-

ferent cosine functions (with different amplitudes and

wavelengths). To be able to properly describe the

highly nonhomogeneous precipitation images using

this technique, it is necessary to keep a large number of

coefficients, which increases the dimension of the

attribute space.

The dimensionality reduction problem used in this

study is basedon theminimizationof reconstructionerror—

the error that occurs when a high-dimensional image is

reconstructed from a low-dimensional approximation.

We define the problem as follows. Given a set of data

points in pixel space (denote yi, i5 1, . . . , NT), find the

set of attributes ŷi by solving the following optimization

problem:

ŷi 5 argmin
ŷ
i

�(yi 2Cŷi)
2, i5 1, . . . ,NT , (3)

in which C is the matrix of basis vectors defined as

C5

266664
c11 c12 . . . c1k

c21 c22 . . . c2k

..

. ..
.

⋱ ..
.

cm1 cm2 . . . cmk

377775 .

Each column of C is one basis vector denoted as

Ci, i5 1, . . . , k; m is the dimension of data in the pixel

space; and k is the number of dimensions in the

attribute space.

The objective function minimizes the square differ-

ence between the original image in pixel space and the

reconstructed image from the attributes. The goal is to

find the set of ŷi given C so that there is minimum in-

formation loss as a result of mapping. This information

loss is formulated as the difference between input sam-

ples and reconstructed samples from attributes.

The choice of basis vectors is problem specific. The

approach here is to use singular value decomposition

(SVD) and derive the eigenvectors of the samples.

These eigenvectors can be used as the basis vectors in

this formulation. However, if we use all of the samples to

derive the basis vectors using SVD, this will result in a

set of smooth basis vectors that cannot properly distin-

guish the pairs of archival satellite and ground-based

radar measurement. Defining a set of measurement-

specific basis vectors is required to distinguish these

images in the attribute space.

Basis vector selection

The basis vectors that define the attribute space

should capture as much variability as possible for a given
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number of attributes. This enables us to maximize the

information contained in the attribute space approxi-

mations to the original images. Here, three sets of vec-

tors are derived from three populations of samples; then,

they are used together to define a final common set of

basis vectors to map all of the data points to the

attribute space.

The first population used to derive basis functions is a

censored set of all the archival pairs. The censoring

identifies pairs of archival precipitation measurements,

with each member similar to the current measurement

from the satellite retrieval. The population of storms

from all years over the region is diverse, and using all of

them as samples to derive basis vectors results in smooth

basis functions. Figure 3 shows a comparison between

eigenvectors derived from all of the archival samples

and the ones derived from a censored population.

Smooth basis vectors cannot adequately distinguish

between the ground validation and satellite measure-

ments in a given pair. Therefore, they give errors with

values of zero in the attribute space even though the

actual errors are nonzero. This artifact produces very

narrow likelihood functions that incorrectly imply that

the current measurement is perfect. This problem can be

solved if the basis functions are measurement specific, as

is done when the censoring procedure is implemented.

Four geometric features are used to censor the ar-

chival pairs: orientation, solidity, and center of mass in

two directions. Historical events that are similar to the

current measurement with respect to all of these fea-

tures are retained for the basis function derivation.

These particular features were selected after an exten-

sive evaluation of possible alternatives [texture based,

geometric, and morphological (Lee et al. 1985; Kumar

and Foufoula-Georgiou 1994)]. These features are sim-

ilar to the ones used in verification of spatial pre-

cipitation forecasts (Gilleland et al. 2009; Ahijevych

et al. 2009; Gilleland et al. 2010; Wolff et al. 2014).

Orientation is the angle between the x axis and the

major axis of the ellipse that has the same second mo-

ments as the precipitation area in the image. Solidity is

the ratio of the area of the storm to the area of the

convex hull that is the smallest convex polygon that can

contain the storm area. Center of mass are coordinates

of the center of the precipitation storm in the x and y

directions.

For each zc, these four features are calculated. Then,

the archival pairs are monitored and each pair that has a

FIG. 3. Comparison between the eigenvectors derived from censored and uncensored population of archival pairs.
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value within 610% of the values calculated for the fea-

tures in zc is accepted. The rest of the pairs are eliminated

as not being relevant for the current measurement. Next,

SVD is applied to the censored population and the

leading eigenvectors are derived.We use between 1 and 3

leading eigenvectors from this population.

The second population used to derive basis functions

is the set of prior samples generated from a training

image appropriate for the current measurement. SVD is

applied to this population, and the leading eigenvectors

are calculated. Similar to the censored archival data,

between 1 and 3 eigenvectors from this population are

used as basis vectors.

The final member of the basis function population is

the current measurement itself. To use this measurement

as a basis vector, the spatial mean of the measurement is

removed from each pixel, then the measurement is nor-

malized with respect to its length:

zc 5
zc 2mean(zc)

jzcj
. (4)

The eigenvectors from the censored archival pop-

ulation and the TI-based prior population together with

the normalized current measurement (zc) form the basis

vector matrix (C) of the reduced-dimension attribute

space. To show the sensitivity of the results to the

number of basis vectors (equivalently the number of

dimensions in the attribute space), three combinations

are used for C. The first one has three dimensions and

uses one eigenvector from the censored archival pop-

ulation, one eigenvector frompriors, and the normalized

measurement. The second one has five dimensions and

uses two eigenvectors from the censored archival pop-

ulation, two eigenvector frompriors, and the normalized

measurement. The last one has seven dimensions and

uses three eigenvectors from the censored archival

population, three eigenvectors from priors, and the

normalized measurement. The sensitivity analysis is

presented in section 8.

6. Importance sampling

One of the novel contributions of this study is that it

does not assume any parametric or additive/multiplicative

form either for the prior distribution of precipitation or

for the measurement error distribution. Indeed, the

error likelihood function in the Bayes’s theorem is cal-

culated using pairs of satellite and benchmark ground-

based radar measurements that are mapped to the

attribute space. This section presents the nonparametric

importance sampling technique that is implemented to

characterize the posterior distribution in (1).

Importance sampling is a method to generate samples

from a target distribution (p) by weighting samples that

are generated from a second distribution (q, called the

importance distribution or the proposal). In our appli-

cation, the target distribution is the posterior distribu-

tion of the low-dimensional vector of precipitation

attributes. Sampling from an importance distribution is

necessary when there are complexities in sampling di-

rectly from p. In the Bayesian update problem, it is not

possible to directly sample from the posterior distribu-

tion [pXjZ(x j z)]; therefore, samples are generated from

the importance distribution (Robert and Casella 2004;

Cornuet et al. 2012). In the application considered here,

the prior distribution [pX(x)] is selected as the impor-

tance distribution so the importance samples are the

prior replicates. These samples are weighted using the

likelihood function [pZjX(z j x)]. The weighted prior

samples constitute the posterior distribution that can be

characterized for different applications.

a. Likelihood function and posterior weights

This section presents details of the posterior weight

calculations. Following the Bayesian formalism, these

weights are derived from the likelihood function. How-

ever, if we take a nonparametric approach we do not

have a functional expression, such as a Gaussian function,

for the likelihood. Instead, the likelihood is defined im-

plicitly, through the pairs of archival satellite and ground

truth (ground-based radar) measurement attributes that

are mapped into the reduced-dimension space. We

construct a likelihood function by fitting a kernel density

consisting of a mixture of Gaussian functions to these

attribute pairs. The number of component functions used

is adaptive and is determined using the Akaike in-

formation criterion (AIC). This fitted distribution pro-

vides the joint probability of pẐ,X̂(ẑ, x̂) between the

current measurement and truth (the ‘‘hat’’ notation in-

dicates that a variable is a vector of attributes in the

reduced-dimension space). The joint density can be used

to derive a nonparametric likelihood function. Two points

should be noted about this joint density. First, using a

mixture of Gaussians does not mean that the likelihood is

assumed to be a Gaussian distribution since the mixture

may have a highly non-Gaussian shape and may even be

multimodal, depending on how the component Gaussian

functions are combined. Second, the likelihood function

derivation does not assume that measurement errors are

additive or multiplicative. The joint density depends

symmetrically on the satellite and ground-based radar

measurements, rather than on their difference.

Once the joint density is constructed, the likelihood

value for each of the prior samples x̂i is obtained from

the definition of conditional probability:
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pẐjX̂(ẑc j x̂i)5
pẐ,X̂(ẑc, x̂i)

pX̂(x̂i)
; i5 1, . . . ,Nprior . (5)

The value of the likelihood function for each prior

replicate is basically the posterior weight for that sam-

ple. Therefore, we define the posterior weight of each

prior sample x̂i as wx̂i 5 pẐjX̂(ẑc j x̂i).
The numerator of (5) is evaluated as described above.

However, the denominator is the marginal distribution

of the joint density pẐ,X̂(ẑc, x̂i). This is impractical to

calculate from numerical integration on a regular grid

since there is no analytical expression for the joint

density. Instead, we compute pX̂(x̂i) by applying a

Monte Carlo integration technique using a second im-

portance sampling algorithm (Robert and Casella 2004).

To this end, an importance density qi is selected for each

prior sample x̂i and the integration is calculated using:

pX̂(x̂i)5

ð
pẐ,X̂(z, x̂i) dz5

ð
pẐ,X̂(z, x̂i)

qi(z)
qi(z) dz

5Eq
i

"
pẐ,X̂(z, xi)

qi(z)

#
, (6)

in which Eqi is the expectation over qi. Therefore, pX̂(x̂i)

is evaluated by generating samples z from qi and calcu-

lating the expectation on the right side of (6). For this

problem, the importance density is chosen for conve-

nience to be Gaussian with mean mqi
and variance s2

qi
.

Note that this does not imply that either the likelihood or

posterior are assumed to be Gaussian. It only implies that

the importance samples weighted in the Monte Carlo in-

tegration procedure are distributed according to a

Gaussian distribution. These weights will generally yield a

non-Gaussian pX̂(x̂i). The values of mqi
and s2

qi
used in qi

are estimated based on a population of ẑj samples from

archival pairs that have their corresponding x̂j close to the

prior sample x̂i. Computational experiments revealed that

this choice of qi is appropriate and the value of the in-

tegral converges as the number of z samples increases.

The likelihood calculation described above is also

applied to ẑc. Since this measurement is itself a potential

representation of the true precipitation, it is included in

the prior ensemble. One of the examples presented in

section 7 assigns the highest posterior probability to the

current measurement. This is important since it shows

that in this specific example the prior has not been in-

formative enough to improve our characterization be-

yond the uncertain current measurement itself.

b. Characterizing the posterior distribution

The ultimate goal of our Bayesian uncertainty quan-

tification procedure is to generate samples from the

posterior distribution pX̂jẐ(x̂ j ẑc). In particular, we seek

the subset of samples with significant probability that

collectively describe the region in the attribute space that

is most likely to include the true precipitation attribute

vector (and, by implication, the true precipitation image).

The high probability region is centered on the mode of

the posterior distribution, which is calculated using the

following steps:

1) Resample the prior replicates using the importance

weights wx̂i . This resampled population represents

samples from the posterior distribution.

2) Estimate pX̂jẐ(x̂ j ẑc) using a kernel density fit (mix-

ture of Gaussian distributions) to the resampled

population.

3) Identify the mode of the posterior distribution.

4) Select a subset of replicates that is closest to the

mode of the posterior distribution.

The last step is conducted because the mode of the

distribution is not necessarily a point in the pixel space

(i.e., an image). All of these calculations are carried out

in the attribute space and not all of the points in the low-

dimensional attribute space can be mapped back to the

pixel space. Only points that correspond to a prior rep-

licate have a representation in the pixel space. The prior

replicates that are closest to the mode of the distribution

define a set of corresponding high posterior probability

images in the original pixel space. Each image inherits

the probability weight of the corresponding point in the

attribute space.

7. Examples

This section describes how we use the uncertainty

quantification approach outlined above to characterize

and display posterior samples for different precipita-

tion measurements from the AMSU-B instrument on

NOAA-16. We also evaluate the effect of the number of

dimensions in the attribute space on the quality of the

posterior.

For each example, the precipitation retrieval from

NOAA-16 is used as the current measurement (zc), prior

replicates (xi, i5 1, . . . , Nprior) are generated using TMI

retrievals from preceding times as a prior training image

(xp), and archival pairs of NOAA-16 and NEXRAD-IV

are used to derive the likelihood. Moreover, the

NEXRAD-IVmeasurement (xT) at the time ofNOAA-

16 measurement (zc) is used as the ground truth for the

observed precipitation. This measurement is also map-

ped to the attribute space (denoted x̂T) for evaluation.

Figure 4 shows the current measurement and the

ground validation for example 1 (over subregion 1 in

Fig. 2). Figure 5 shows the example 1 training image and
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16 of the prior replicates (randomly selected among

1000 replicates) generated from this. Recall that the

training image is the TMI retrieval from 1h before the zc
measurement time.

Figure 6 shows 16 of the most probable replicates

from the posterior distribution for example 1. These

replicates have the closest distance to the mode of the

posterior distribution. This figure also includes the Jac-

card distance between each posterior replicate and the

ground validation (NEXRAD-IV). Jaccard distance is

used here to evaluate the similarity of the posterior

replicates and the ground validation. Jaccard distance

is a proximity measure that calculates the similarity

between two binary images (Tan et al. 2005;

Alemohammad et al. 2014). Jaccard distance takes any

value between zero and one, and a lower distance means

the two images are more similar. Precipitation images

are thresholded at 0mmh21 to create binary images

appropriate for use with Jaccard distance. In this ex-

ample, all of the posterior samples have a Jaccard dis-

tance less than the one between the measurement and

the ground validation (J 5 0.538 in Fig. 6).

Moreover, Fig. 7 shows the mean and standard de-

viation of the most probable posterior replicates for this

example. These figures show that the top posterior rep-

licates have good agreement with the true precipitation

bothwith respect to spatial pattern and precipitation rate.

Figures 8–11 show another pair of precipitation

measurement examples and the results of the charac-

terization. In this second example, the most probable

sample from the posterior (closest sample to the mode)

is the current measurement itself. In this case, the prior

is not informative enough to improve our knowledge of

the true precipitation above the current measurement

itself. This demonstrates the importance of a good prior.

If the archival data indicate that the current measure-

ment is very accurate, then the prior must be very in-

formative in order to move the most probable posterior

samples away from the measurement. The prior is most

useful when it provides new information, not contained

in the current measurement, about the true state. In the

next section, we will evaluate this property over many

examples and investigate quality of priors.

8. Evaluation

Evaluating the statistical properties of an ensemble of

replicates can be an especially challenging task when the

replicates are images and not scalar values. There are

several studies that define indices and skill scores to

evaluate quality of an ensemble forecast, but they are

focused on scalar variables (Brier 1950; Mason 1982;

Anderson 1996; Wilks 2004; Muller et al. 2005; Roberts

and Lean 2008). Other techniques are also developed for

FIG. 4. Precipitation measurements for example 1 from NOAA-16 (current measurement) and NEXRAD-IV

(ground validation).
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evaluation of spatial samples, but they are appropriate

only for categorical data (Hagen 2003; Hagen-Zanker

2009). Here, the ensemble of samples can be viewed as an

implicit approximation to the Bayesian posterior distri-

bution. In fact, if there are enough samples, an ap-

proximate cumulative distribution function could be

constructed by ordering these samples from smallest to

largest (in the multidimensional attribute space) and

applying their weights to obtain the change in cumulative

probability occurring at each sample point. In practice,

we are unlikely to have enough samples to do this if the

attribute space has more than a few dimensions. Even if

we could construct such an approximate posterior dis-

tribution, we do not have an exact expression for the

posterior distribution to compare it to. The best way to

assess the accuracy of the approximate posterior ensem-

ble is to compare it to a large ensemble generated with

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, but these

methods are also computationally challenging for more

than a few attributes. In the examples that were presented

in section 7, we at least know the true precipitation field

(xT), sowe can use this field to check the credibility of our

approximate posterior distribution. This can serve as a

benchmark for evaluation purposes.

FIG. 5. Prior TI and 16 of the prior replicates for example 1.
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As it was presented in section 4, the prior distribution

(or the ensemble of prior replicates) represents our

knowledge of the true precipitation before the current

measurement is considered. If the current measurement

is informative it should give a posterior distribution that

is narrower than the prior. Or, in terms of samples, the

posterior ensemble is less variable and more compatible

with the current measurement than the prior ensemble.

This section presents a comparison between the pos-

terior replicates and the true precipitation relative to

the prior replicates and the current measurement.

This comparison shows how accurate the posterior

distribution is compared to the prior distribution with

respect to the true precipitation. Specifically, three eval-

uations are presented. First, a relative distancemeasure is

calculated (in pixel space and attribute space) to evaluate

the closeness of the high probability posterior samples to

the benchmark precipitation image. This examines if the

posterior samples are a better representation of the true

compared to the prior samples. Then, rank histogram is

calculated for two scalar variables: total precipitation

mass and percentage of rainy area in the posterior repli-

cates. These two rank histograms show how variable or

biased the posterior ensemble replicates are. Finally, the

FIG. 6. (right four columns) The most probable replicates from the posterior distribution for example 1. (left) The uncertain satellite

measurement and the ground validation. On top of each of the 16 replicates, as well as the current measurement from NOAA-16, the

Jaccard distance (J) between the replicate and the ground validation is also reported.
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Jaccard distance is evaluated at different thresholds

(based on quantiles). The multithreshold Jaccard dis-

tance evaluation provides an insight on the spread of the

ensemble replicates in the posterior and prior, as well as

their closeness to the true precipitation.

a. Relative distance indices

We define two indices to evaluate the posterior distri-

bution and to show how much the posterior is improved

with respect to prior and the measurement. These indices

measure the position of the posterior probability mode to

the true precipitation image relative to the current mea-

surement and prior. They are defined as

R1 5
JfxT , mode[pXjZ(x j zc)]g

J(xT , zc)
(7)

and

R25
JfxT , mode[pXjZ(x j zc)]g

J(xT , xp)
, (8)

in which J is the Jaccard distance function. A similar

notation is used to define two other relative distance

indices in attribute space:

cR1 5
Dfx̂T , mode[pX̂jẐ(x̂ j ẑc)]g

D(x̂T , ẑc)
(9)

and

cR25
Dfx̂T , mode[pX̂jẐ(x̂ j ẑc)]g

D(x̂T , x̂p)
. (10)

Note that the Euclidean distance D rather than the

Jaccard distance J is used in the attribute space. IfR1 (orcR1) is less than one, it means the mode of the posterior is

closer to the true image than the current measurement.

If R2 (or cR2) is less than one, it means the mode of the

posterior is closer to the true image than the prior

training image. If both indices are less than one, the

posterior mode gives a better portrayal of the true pre-

cipitation than either the current measurement or the

training image, at least in terms of the chosen distance

measure. It is preferred that all four indices are less than

one. However, this is not always the case, as in some

situations the choice of prior might not be informative

enough or maybe the likelihood function is not

adequate.

We used 166 examples and evaluated the four indices.

The results are summarized in Fig. 12. This figure shows

FIG. 7. Mean and standard deviation of the 20 most probable posterior ensemble replicates for example 1. The

coefficient of variation in the ensemble is large, indicating spread among the members. Standard deviation is

a symmetric measure of spread and here only indicative of the distribution.
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that in 82% of the examples (in 3D attribute space)R1 is

less than or equal to one. Therefore, in 18% of the ex-

amples the posterior samples generated by this method

are not better than the measurement itself. This can be

caused by a misleading prior or likelihood distribution

or by an uninformative current measurement. The prior

can bemisleading because the stormmight have evolved

quickly between the TMI measurement (used as prior

training image) and the time of current measurement.

The likelihood might be wrong if the true precipitation

is a rare event and no storm similar to that has occurred

before. In this case, the likelihood function has limited

information about the error and it may bias the Bayesian

updating process.

In the case of R2, in 65% of the examples the index is

less than one, so in 35% of the cases the posterior

samples are not better than the prior TI, and this image

gives a better description of the true precipitation than

the Bayesian posterior mode. Although such compari-

sons are useful, our goal is not to provide a single de-

terministic estimate of the true precipitation but to

characterize its uncertainty given a particular set of data.

Bayesian sampling aims to provide an ensemble that

collectively represents our uncertainty about the true

precipitation. This uncertainty cannot be adequately

summarized in a single scalar measure. Even though the

prior training image is in a minority of cases closer to the

truth than the mode of the posterior distribution, the

ensemble of posterior replicates provides understanding

about the many possible forms of the true precipitation

event, all more or less equally likely, while the training

image does not. This ensemble can be used as a random

forcing inmany hydrological andmeteorological models

for ensemble forecasting and to derive the uncertainty

for hydrologic states and fluxes.

Similar results are obtained for cR1 and cR2. For these

two indices, the percentage of the cases that have values

less than or equal to one is slightly lower; however, similar

trends are observed. This also shows that the di-

mensionality reduction method applied here properly

projects data into a low-dimensional space and that the

attributes are representative of images in the pixel space.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Figure 12 also shows the results of a sensitivity anal-

ysis that evaluates the effect of the attribute space di-

mension on performance. The figure compares the

results for three-, five-, and seven-dimensional attribute

space. In section 5, the combination of eigenvectors

from three different populations that form the basis

vectors for dimensionality reduction was introduced.

For five dimensions, we use two eigenvectors from the

censored archival population, two eigenvectors from

the prior replicates, and the normalized current

FIG. 8. Precipitation measurements for example 2 from NOAA-16 (current measurement) and NEXRAD-IV

(ground validation).
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measurement as the fifth basis vector. In seven di-

mensions, we use three eigenvectors from the censored

archival population, three eigenvectors from the prior

replicates, and the normalized current measurement.

Results for R1 and cR1 show that by increasing the

number of dimensions in the attribute space, the results

get worse, with fewer cases giving a posteriormode better

than the current measurement. The changes are small but

noticeable. This might seem contradictory because there

is less information loss when we keep more dimensions.

However, when the number of dimensions increases,

more data points are needed to be able to adequately

approximate the probability distributions constructed in

the attribute space. In particular, the number of paired

archival samples used to calculate the multidimensional

likelihood function (4640 samples) is small compared to

the number of dimensions (five or seven) and the likeli-

hood approximation is less accurate. This limits the

benefits of introducing more attributes. Results for R2

and cR2 do not show ameaningful change in the quality of

the posterior compared to prior training image as the

number of dimensions increase.

b. Rank histogram

The rank histogram is a measure to evaluate the

spread of an ensemble. This measure is only applicable

FIG. 9. Prior TI and16 of the prior replicates for example 2.
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to scalar values and has been used in many hydrological

and meteorological applications (Hamill 2001; Candille

and Talagrand 2005; Aligo et al. 2007; Brussolo et al.

2008; Clark et al. 2009; Gaborit et al. 2013; Duda et al.

2014). In this technique a set of bins is defined by dis-

tributing the ensemble replicates on the real axis. Then,

the probability of occurrence of the observation within

each bin is evaluated. The result is expected to be a

uniform distribution, meaning that the observation has

equal probability of occurrence in each of the bins.

Details of this technique can be found in Anderson

(1996) and Hamill (2001).

The ensemble replicates in this problem are high di-

mensional, so it is not possible to apply the rank histo-

gram concept directly to the replicates. However, we can

examine two scalar statistics derived from the replicates’

quantities: the total mass of precipitation in each repli-

cate and the percentage of rainy area. These two quan-

tities are informative of the spread of the ensembles with

respect to both rain detection and rain intensity.

Figures 13 and 14 show the resulting rank histograms by

considering the top 20 posterior replicates. The rank

histogram for the rainy area shows that the more prob-

able posterior replicates (low-rank ones) are more

FIG. 10. (right four columns) The most probable replicates from the posterior distribution for example 2. (left) The uncertain satellite

measurement and the ground validation. On top of each of the 16 replicates, as well as the current measurement from NOAA-16, the

Jaccard distance (J) between the replicate and the ground validation is also reported.
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similar to the benchmarkmeasurement (since they have a

higher frequency in the histogram). The rank histogram

for the total mass of precipitation shows that the bench-

mark measurement has equal probability to have a total

mass in any of the 20 bins (between top 20 posterior

replicates). These two histograms show that the posterior

ensemble replicates have a reasonable spread with re-

spect to rain detection and rain intensity. The large value

of the histograms for the last replicate is due to the cutoff

we have made at the twentieth replicate. We have more

replicates than the 20 most probable ones used to calcu-

late the histograms here; therefore, the last replicate

shows a higher value.

c. Multilevel Jaccard distance

In the examples shown in section 7, the Jaccard dis-

tance between each posterior replicate and the bench-

mark measurement was reported. It was shown that in

most of the cases these distances are lower than the

Jaccard distance between the current measurement and

FIG. 11. Mean and standard deviation of the 20 most probable posterior ensemble replicates for example 2.The

coefficient of variation in the ensemble is large, indicating spread among the members. Standard deviation is

a symmetric measure of spread and here only indicative of the distribution.

FIG. 12. Percentage of cases that the relative distance indices are #1 over 166 examples.
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the benchmark measurement. However, in that analy-

sis the Jaccard distance was applied only by thresholding

the replicates at 0mmh21. Here we present the results

of comparing the posterior replicates and the bench-

mark measurements using Jaccard distance at thresh-

olds higher than 0mmh21.

This evaluation is carried out over all the 166 exam-

ples and the results are shown in Fig. 15. The plots show

the mean and one standard deviation of the Jaccard

distance at different thresholds. These thresholds are

located at the 5%, 10%, 50%, 90%, and 95% quantiles.

The figure shows that at higher precipitation rates both

the current measurements and the posterior replicates

(the top 20 replicates) have a higher Jaccard distance;

however, for all the thresholds the posterior replicates

have a better performance. This multilevel Jaccard dis-

tance evaluation shows that the posterior replicates are

more similar to the truth both with respect to spatial

patterns and precipitation intensity.

Figure 15 also shows the Jaccard distance between all

the prior replicates and the true precipitation. The results

indicate that there is a large variability in the prior repli-

cates (high standard deviation); however, the mean is

similar to the top posterior replicates at higher thresholds.

At lower thresholds the priors have a higher mean of

Jaccard distance. This comparison shows that the en-

semble characterization presented in this study is properly

characterizing the posterior distribution by providing a

narrower posterior distribution compared to the prior.

9. Summary

The new Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM)

mission focuses onmerging precipitation retrievals from

each of the constellation of GPM satellites to provide

global precipitation estimates with high temporal and

spatial resolution. However, error quantification of

precipitation retrievals from each of the satellites is a

vital step toward implementing an optimal merging al-

gorithm. This paper presents a Bayesian framework to

characterize the uncertainty in a satellite-based retrieval

of precipitation using historical satellite and ground-

based observations without making any distributional

assumptions about measurement error. This framework

generates an ensemble of samples from the Bayesian

FIG. 13. Rank histogram for rainy area. The red line shows the

uniform distribution.

FIG. 14. Rank histogram for total amount of precipitation. The red

line shows the uniform distribution.

FIG. 15. Jaccard distance between the benchmarkmeasurements

and the current measurements (blue), the top 20 posterior repli-

cates (red), and the prior replicates (green). The error bars show

one standard deviation. Thresholds are based on the 5%, 10%,

50%, 90%, and 95% quantiles of the precipitation rates in the

samples.
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posterior distribution that collectively represent the

uncertainty in the true precipitation.

Going beyond previous work, this approach relies on

nonparametric probability densities derived from an

archival dataset rather than on parametric distributions.

It provides a more realistic characterization of error and

takes advantage of a rich dataset of collocated satellite

and ground-based radar measurements.

The importance sampling technique used here has

limitations in high-dimensional space. For precipitation

retrievals that are high dimensional, a very large prior

ensemble is needed to provide an accurate character-

ization of the Bayesian posterior distribution. Generat-

ing such a large ensemble is impractical. Therefore, a

dimensionality reduction algorithm is introduced tomap

all the data to a low-dimensional attribute space. The

dimensionality reduction is measurement specific, and it

provides useful and concise descriptions of the original

images that are suitable for Bayesian updating.

We applied this method to a population of storms

observed by the AMSU-B instrument on board the

NOAA-16 satellite and compared the results with

the measurements obtained from the ground-based

NEXRAD-IV. The comparison reveals that our

method lowers the uncertainty in the true precipitation

by providing a posterior distribution that is narrower

than its prior.

The main goal of this paper is to illustrate the feasi-

bility of using nonparametric Bayesian uncertainty

quantification to characterize errors in precipitation

retrievals. The choice of prior replicate generation

(including a prior training image) and the choice of di-

mensionality reduction technique are user dependent.

These two elements can be improved or replaced with

other algorithm.

The primary limitation of implementing importance

sampling in a low-dimensional attribute space is the in-

evitable information loss in the mapping. This is a func-

tion of the number of dimensions in the attribute space:

there is more information loss when the number of at-

tribute dimensions is smaller. However, by increasing the

number of dimensions in the attribute space, more sam-

ples are needed to properly characterize the probability

densities. More diverse and rich archival data will

provide a better approximation of the error likelihood.

The flexible error characterization approach described

here is a valuable tool for comparing the relative per-

formance of different satellite instruments. This com-

parison is useful for future instrument and retrieval

algorithm developments as well as calibration studies.

The nonparametric replicate-based approach to un-

certainty quantification used here is also very convenient

for ensemble forecasting applications and can improve

the realism of the precipitation ensembles used in as-

sessments of hydrologic model forecasting uncertainty.
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